
TO TEST A MAN S CHARACTER GIVE

Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man's character, give But what you're doing when you
indulge these negative emotions is giving.

So the question before us is why does adversity not test character as thoroughly as power does? And in the
thick of a destructive relationship, the goal is not to go on a nice vacation or enjoy a pleasant evening
outâ€”the goal is to survive the abuse and conflict. Your thoughts may be different. Thank you for reading
Quotation Celebration. The more power one has, the greater number of options. It might be a debilitating
injury or illness. When the goal is survivalâ€”few other goals emerge. If I have power over other people, I can
choose to be their ally or their adversary. I hope you like the reboots. Many people with power or wealth are
inclined to believe that they are fair minded, but even within their everyday activities that is belied by the very
things and actions that they demonstrate. Few if any other options are offered. It rang true the first time I heard
it. It is this man, who as with a flick of the switch, turns into something that he is not, or perhaps turns into
something that he has always been, that fascinates. With power to choose, our character is revealed. In ways
that adversity never does. Adversity presents a call to survive. Others use power for evil or self-serving
purposes. Which is why Lincoln is regarded as one of the great leaders in human history. Which is why
Lincoln is regarded as one of the great leaders in human history. This is not the definitive interpretation of the
quotation. In this regard a very pompous person become humbled but in power, a very humble persons
becomes a tyrant. Power creates freedom to choose and it provides options to do what benefits others or harms
others. People in positions of authority can make decisions that people without authority cannot make. The
power may come through large amounts of money, a position of authority, or physical strength. When the goal
is survivalâ€”few other goals emerge.


